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Large Scale Intelligent Pipe
Modeling from Scans
CSA’s laser scanning technology,
LSSM (Laser Scan Space Manager)
and Plant/CMSTM (intelligent 3D
modeling) provide comprehensive
and efficient support for large scale
intelligent pipe modeling from laser
scans.

The Modeling Process

The resulting pipe design model is
specifications-driven and can be
converted to major design CAD
systems, including SP3D, PDS,
PDMS, Plant4D, etc.

Automatic pipe cylinder generation process is used to locate cylinders on
pipelines. The cylinders will be used to route the pipelines. The cylinders are
organized into objects by areas and the pipe modeling database is updated.

Laser scans are processed and the PanoMap® database is created. Scans
are registered using CSA’s automatic scan registration process. Photographs
are registered to laser scan database using
PanoMapPhotoTM.

Intelligent P&IDs are created to provide structure of the pipeline network.
Also a list of the pipelines is created from intelligent P&IDs.
PanoMap® labeling function is used to label equipment and pipelines within
the pipeline network. Intelligent P&IDs and photographs support this function.

 Comprehensive parametric libraries
of piping components

PanoMap® macro modeling function is used to place pipe components from
the piping libraries into laser scans. The macro modeling function provides
placement of the piping component assemblies which makes the placement
more automatic.

 Pipe Specifications

Equipment nozzles are placed from the pipe libraries into laser scans.

 Plant/CMSTM 3D database

Automatic pipe trajectory generation process is used to create pipe trajectory
objects from placed nozzles, cylinders, and in-line components. Pipe trajectory objects represent sequenced piping components with applicable connections.

Plant/CMSTM provides:

 Intelligent P&IDs
 Component database
 ModelReview, PlinView

 Model connectivity processing

PanoMap® function is used to edit the Pipe Trajectory Objects.
The editing includes:
- corrections to pipe connectivity
- editing of cylinders, in-line components, nozzles
- addition of pipe attributes, specification, nominal size, user ID,
change control records.

LSSM (Laser Scan Space
Manager) provides:

Pipe Trajectory objects can be extracted into a spreadsheet and piping objects can be added or modified.

 Scan Manager

PanoMap® RouteMan process is used to automatically route the pipelines.
The Routeman process can be used interactively within PanoMap®, or as a
batch process of a selected list of pipe objects.

 MacroCAD
AutoCAD based library maintenance

 Interference checking

 Laser scan database
 PanoMap®
 PanoMapPhotoTM
 RouteMan, pipe routing app
 Pipe modeling database
 Macro modeling facility
 Automatic cylinder fitting
 Automatic pipe object generation
 One Click modeling function
cylinders, planes, assembly macros,
steel shapes
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P&ID/3D Pipe Model review process is initiated to verify the pipe configuration between P&IDs and 3D Pipe Model. The discrepancies are either corrected in the pipe model or reported as DPNs (Design Problem Notices).
The pipe 3D model is also verified for interferences (clashes). This function is
a standard part of Plant/CMS applications.
Further verification is provided with merging of the 3D pipe model into laser
scans, and verification between the 3D model and laser scan database. The
system will automatically color the laser scans if the surface distance between the pipe model and laser scans is more than the specified tolerance.
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Here are the building blocks of the
technology.

Comprehensive, high density laser scanning of the facility is performed. Photographs are also taken to document the piping details.

